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Chief Executive’s Report
#Right Culture

We are continuing our work to support my vision to create the right culture in our organisation that
supports the delivery of high quality patient care. I’d particularly like to highlight the following
initiatives that support this:

Compassion and kindness – we are currently involved in a project with the University of Brighton
and Surrey University called Cultivating Compassion, which looks at how compassion can be
recognised, developed and sustained in the healthcare workforce. As part of this project, we are
developing Compassion Champions across the Trust, using a ‘train the trainer’ model. As part of our
wider engagement work around this we are planning to develop a Compassion/Kindness Wall on
our Trust intranet – this is a web-based tool that allows staff to engage in conversations by adding
their thoughts to an online comments ‘wall’. We will be asking staff to recognise acts of compassion
and kindness they have seen across our hospitals by recording these examples on the wall, sharing
good practice and encouraging conversation.

7 day working – as leaders in our organisation, the Executive Team are piloting seven day working
so there will be an Executive Director on site in our hospitals on Saturdays and Sundays. We are
planning to work an 11 week rota starting from 2nd February, with Directors taking a day off during
the week in lieu. We are aiming to provide visible leadership rather than lead operationally and will
continue to run the separate operational on-call Director rota, although where possible we will aim to
align the two. The Director will take the opportunity to walk the floor, talking to colleagues and
patients across our hospitals, leading, learning and supporting. We will be evaluating the pilot and
will report our conclusions in the Spring.

Results of culture diagnostic- in previous reports I described the culture diagnostic we have
undertaken jointly with The Royal Surrey County Hospital as part of our merger work so that we can
describe the target culture for the new organisation and what needs to be done to generate that.
This has been a positive opportunity for us to engage with staff about the new organisation, actively
engaging around 850 colleagues across both organisations. We now have the full results and it’s
reassuring to see that both cultures appear to be based on similar values – putting patients first,
aiming for high standards of quality, supporting each other and on working more efficiently. Both
want to see more emphasis on fair treatment of employees (more from ASPH), more personal
development opportunities and encouragement to be more innovative (more from RSCH). As a
starting point for developing shared values, we appear to have some real common ground and will
be building on this as we move forward.

National Staff Survey 2014 Results - the National Staff Survey 2014 questionnaire was sent to eligible
ASPH staff in October 2014. Within a period of 10 weeks, 1466 (43.93%) members of staff completed it
and we thank them for their participation. The results of our survey and those of all acute Trusts in
England are expected to be published by NHS England on February 24, 2015.

Recognition - we continue to be recognised on a number of national platforms with the Trust winning
three awards at the DAPS (Doctors Advancing Patient Safety) Global Awards at the end of
November:

 Most innovative quality improvement project – our ‘Be the Change Campaign’ which was a
hospital-wide campaign run by the Foundation Year 1 doctors last year to improve services
provided to our patients, received by Carly Chu, Claire Matthews and Keefai Yeong;
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 Claire Matthews for Best Patient-centred Quality Improvement Project – improving the
number of painful needle pricks for new born babies (neonates) with low blood sugars;

 Keefai Yeong for Significant contribution to quality improvement.

My congratulations and thanks to all.

Best Outcomes

Opening of Birch Ward
At the end of November, we officially opened our newly refurbished cardiac ward, which brings
together the Coronary Care Unit and Birch Ward. Previously located on the fourth floor at St Peter’s
Hospital, the wards have joined together and have been renamed Birch Acute Cardiac Care or
BACU. They are now located adjacent to our Cardiac Catheterisation laboratories on Level 3 so all
our inpatient cardiac care is in one place. The new unit comprises ward areas, a quiet space, an
echo room for echocardiograms, the Cath labs, two recovery areas and a day ward. Bringing
everything together means care is less disjointed and more efficient for both patients and staff. The
new unit also has direct access for the ambulance services, so time sensitive treatments can be
delivered quickly.

Early Supported Discharge Team
Our Early Supported Discharge Team was recently awarded the Clinical Leadership Award at the
Kent Surrey and Sussex Health Sciences Network Awards. The team, based on Swan [orthopaedic]
ward, supports early discharge from hospital helping to ensure patients achieve the same expected
outcomes, if not better, than those achieved during an inpatient stay as evidence suggests that
patients often recover more quickly than they do in hospital.

The team comprises a Physiotherapist, Nurse, Occupational Therapist, Therapy Assistants who
provide:

 Specialist therapy for patients at home for up to 14 visits;

 Advice and emotional support to patients, carers and their family;

 Support so patients can make their own decisions and set their own goals in their home
environment;

 The team have a close working relationship with the Orthopaedic Department and the
orthogeriatricians which helps reduce complications and readmissions.

Excellent Experience

During this time of intense pressure on our hospitals, we have continued to receive very positive
feedback from our patients, some of which I have recorded here. This is testament to the absolute
commitment from colleagues across our hospitals to our patients and I and my Executive
Colleagues are extremely proud of the way staff have responded.

“My elderly mother attended A&E on Saturday 3 January during a "Major Incident". She had
become very sick and confused. The conditions were appalling: huge numbers of patients waiting in
the waiting area and queuing up on trolleys, many very sick. My mother arrived early afternoon and
did not get a bed until 11 that night, however, a quiet corner was found by the triage nurse so that
she could lie down comfortably.

All the staff were under enormous pressure, but they were all calm, efficient, competent and very
kind. I heard not one word of complaint from any of them about the enormous pressures under
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which they were working. They just got on with it. I cannot praise their attitude and behaviour highly
enough. I am deeply grateful to them for their care of her." (posted on NHS Choices)

"I went to A&E quite late one night with a really horrible problem. After the doctor had scanned me,
this young nurse treated me so kindly and where I would normally be very embarrassed I was put at
ease by her lovely attitude and I will never forget how kind she was. The loveliest person I have met
in my 84 years - I will never forget her kindness." (WOW nomination for Sally O'Regan)

I am proud to be a part of this trust and want to thank everyone for staying upbeat when we all need
it most." (Staff WOW nomination).

I was in A&E with my poorly mother who was quite elderly. The department was extremely busy,
when I checked mum in. I explained the problem and from that second onwards Stacey your
receptionist was so helpful. She even made myself and mum a cup of tea and got mum a blanket
because it was cold. It's nice to see that even when staff are under pressure they can still treat and
look after patients well. Credit to Stacey." (WOW nomination for Stacey Hussey)

Care Quality Commission (CQC) Inspection
As I previously reported, our CQC inspection took place from 2-5 December across both our
hospitals and we await the final report in March.

Skilled, Motivated Teams

Ensuring we provide the right support to our staff during this continued period of pressure is a key
priority. Before Christmas we held a number of drop-in sessions with staff to share ideas and
thoughts and we are continuing to develop these themes in our engagement work. In addition, we
are continuing to develop our management and leadership programmes to support staff across our
organisation, with a particular focus on resilience including:

 Resilient Leadership programme, which launches this month with senior leaders;

 Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) programmes at level 3 and level 5 are
underway (54 managers are currently studying with a further 60 places planned);

 The ILM level 7 in strategic leadership is starting this month with a combined participant
group from Ashford and St Peter’s and The Royal Surrey County Hospital;

 Continuing to develop our new consultants’ programme which is designed to be an
interesting and stretching experience for participants. It helps new consultants network
within the organisation as well as enabling them to better understand the medical leadership
opportunities available in the Trust and help established medical leaders spot potential
successors.

We are also continuing our active recruitment strategy, in particular:

 Continuing overseas and local nurse recruitment campaigns

 Preparatory work to launch a ward level workforce planning programme in the final quarter of
this financial year. This programme will look at what we need to safely staff ward areas
consistently over 7 days including nursing, pharmacy, therapy and medical staff, their skill
mix and working practices.

Top Productivity

Trust activity and performance
As many people will be aware from extensive reports in the media, our hospitals – like many across
the country – recently experienced some of the busiest weeks on record in terms of pressure on
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A&E and overall hospital capacity. During the first weekend in January, pressure was so intense I
took the decision, jointly with my colleagues and our commissioners, to declare a Major Incident.

Declaring a Major Incident in this situation is not a decision we take lightly and is a proactive
measure to secure the continued safety of patients in our care.

To put this pressure into context, we had seen a significant increase in A&E attendances and
admissions during December (compared to December 2013), particularly for the over 75 age group
– patients who are more likely to be frail, with multiple conditions and who require complex care and
discharge packages - culminating in the position we found ourselves in on 3 January.

For example, during December we had:

 8,322 A&E attendances (2nd highest month ever) with 2,113 patients admitted into hospital
(highest ever).

 A 7.1% increase (554 extra patients) in those attending A&E [during December] leading to a
15.7% (286 extra patients) increase in admissions (compared to 2013).

 A staggering 26.5% increase in our ‘over 75’ patients (373 extra patients) attending which
also led to a 26.8% (212 patients) increase in admissions (compared to 2013) for this age
group.

I would like to publicly record my thanks to all my colleagues at ASPH for the way they reacted to
this incident; many, many staff went above and beyond on behalf of our patients, working additional
hours, additional shifts and generally doing everything possible to help resolve the situation. The
response from our partners during this period was also extremely supportive, particularly from North
West Surry Commissioning Group, Virgin Care and Surrey County Council Social Care as well as
South East Coast Ambulance Service.

With this intense pressure came a high level of scrutiny and interest, particularly from the media.
We took the opportunity on several occasions to describe the real pressures we faced to the general
public, with a number of our front-line staff joining us in speaking directly to the media. This
culminated in a live broadcast of BBC Radio 4’s The Today Programme from our A&E department
on 10 January. As well as helping the public to understand the real pressures being faced by
hospitals, A&E departments, and the NHS as a whole, many of our local partners, particularly
colleagues from General Practice, were also appreciative of this approach. There is no doubt the
public responded to the media coverage and as that week wore on, we definitely saw reduced A&E
attendances and hospital admissions.

It remains for us to work closely with our system partners, as we have been doing, to understand
these pressures and how – as a system – we can put the right measures in place to make sure local
patients get the care they need, when they need it and to help keep people – particularly the frail,
elderly – out of hospital. In the meantime, we continue to work on our short-term recovery which,
thanks to the efforts of both our staff and support from our partners, we are seeing an improving
picture.

Cabinet office implementation team visit in December – earlier in December we were invited to host
a visit from the Cabinet Office Implementation Unit, one of the teams that advise the Prime Minister
and his office. This was a fact finding mission, looking specifically at winter pressures. We
welcomed the opportunity to host the team and to show them exactly what we were experiencing
(as described above). We were also able to describe the context of our specific local situation and
the sorts of improvements we think might be necessary across the system. This was a positive
opportunity to tell those advising the Prime Minister what the situation on the ground is really like.
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Our Merger Plans with The Royal Surrey County Hospital
Work on our proposed merger with The Royal Surrey County Hospital is progressing well.

Just before Christmas the Competition and Mergers Authority (CMA) informed us they had begun
their formal assessment of our merger plans (a little later than we had originally planned). This is to
look at whether or not our proposed merger means any substantial reduction in competition for
patients (and the extent to which the merger benefits to patients outweigh any lessening of
competition) and is the first of several important regulatory approvals that we will need as we
progress towards merging our two organisations.

We will hear back from the CMA on 19 February and if they are happy with our plans (Phase 1
approval) we will be able to progress to the next stage. That will mean both Boards approving our
plans to be submitted to Monitor, our formal regulator, which is the next stage of the regulatory
process. Due to the slight delay in the CMA process, we now anticipate an earliest go-live date of
September 2015

In the meantime, work is progressing on our integration plans – how we will bring our services and
departments together to form the new organisation.

Submitted by: Suzanne Rankin, Chief Executive

Date: 22 January 2015


